Mentor Profile

I work in Supply Chain Sustainability at Intel. I started at Intel as an environmental engineer in 2010, where I learned about the intersection of supply chain management and sustainability through a pilot project to convert spent polystyrene reels from a manufacturing production line into pencil boxes to be donated to local schools. This inspired me to focus my MBA studies in supply chain, where I worked in commodity and IT management.

I am also active in the Next(Gen) Employee Resource Group and the Sustainability Leader Speaker Series to advance understanding of corporate responsibility. I grew up in Arizona in Ahwatukee and outside of work, I enjoy international travel and exploring Arizona.

Organization Profile


Global Sustainability

I am passionate about protecting our world for current and future generations and applying technological innovation to solve our sustainability challenges. My current job advances goals in green chemistries, forced and bonded labor, responsible minerals, environmental protection, and ethics in the supply chain, my technical history is with hazardous materials and water management.

See the CSR @ Intel blog: https://blogs.intel.com/csr/2017/04/fostering-sustainability-conversations/

Site Visit

In-person meeting preferred.

At the Intel Chandler Campus or nearby coffee/bar.

Michael Hwang
Senior Supply Chain Sustainability Program Manager
Intel Corporation
Chandler Campus

Find Me:
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/michaelyhwang
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/mhwang.az/

Industry Expertise:
- Sustainability
- Supply Chain
- Environmental Protection
- Hazardous Materials
- Technology

Mentorship Expertise:
- Sustainability
- Environmental Regulations
- Supply Chain Responsibility
- Diversity & Inclusion
- Hazardous Materials
- Supplier & Project Management
- Data Analytics